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DECISION ON APPEAL

This is a decision on appeal under 35 U.S.C. § 134 from the examiner's final

rejection of claims 1-5.

We reverse.
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BACKGROUND

The invention is directed to an apparatus for editing electronic images and

multimedia data.  Claim 1 is reproduced below.

1. A scenario editing apparatus for performing editing of multimedia,
comprising:

an input managing unit for managing an input from a user, the input
indicating a specific multimedia data and a presentation position of the specific
multimedia data;

a data selecting unit coupled to the input managing unit and to a media data
storage unit for determining ID information of the specific multimedia data from the
media data storage unit;

an electronic image input unit for inputting an electronic image;

a position coordinate analyzing unit coupled to the electronic image input
unit and analyzing the electronic image from said electronic image input unit to
extract figure feature points of the electronic image to obtain position coordinates of
the figure feature points to be used as candidates of a presentation position of the
multimedia data, said presentation position corresponding to a reference position
on a display screen;

a position coordinate selecting unit coupled to said input managing unit and
said position coordinate analyzing unit for selecting the position coordinates of one
of said candidates as the coordinates of said presentation position of the specific
multimedia data;

a presentation position storing unit coupled to said position coordinate
selecting unit and said data selecting unit for storing the position coordinates of
said selected candidate and for storing associated therewith said ID information of
said specific multimedia data;

a scenario storage unit coupled to said presentation position storing unit for
storing scenario information containing the ID information of the multimedia data
and information on the presentation position, and for storing the ID information and
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the position coordinates of said selected candidate corresponding to said
presentation position; and

a screen output unit for displaying on the display screen the figure feature
points of the electronic image and the specific multimedia data at the selected
presentation position, thereby achieving an interactive editing. 

The examiner relies on the following references:

Griffin et al. (Griffin) 5,265,173 Nov. 23, 1993
Teraoka et al. (Teraoka) 5,537,132  Jul. 16, 1996

  (filed May 17, 1993)

Woolsey, Kristina Hooper, Multimedia Scouting, IEEE Computer Graphics & Applications,
July 1991, pp. 26-38 (Hooper) .1

Claims 1-5 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103 as being unpatentable over

Hooper, Griffin, and Teraoka.

Claims 6 and 7 have been allowed, and claims 8 and 9 have been determined to

be allowable if rewritten in independent form.

We refer to the Final Rejection (mailed Jul. 17. 1998) and the Examiner's Answer

(mailed May 3, 1999) for a statement of the examiner's position and to the Brief (filed Feb.

22, 1999) and the Reply Brief (filed Jul. 9, 1999) for appellant's position with respect to the

claims which stand rejected.
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OPINION

Responsive to the section 103 rejection of claims 1-5 set forth on pages 3 through 8

of the Final Rejection, appellant argues, inter alia, that the proposed combination fails to

teach the "position coordinate selecting unit" set forth in claim 1.  (Brief at 5-6.)  In view of

the statement of the rejection, the examiner considers the "position coordinate selecting

unit" to be taught by Hooper -- Hooper is deemed to disclose all of the claim 1 "means for

interactively mapping multimedia data to the feature points in electronic images" except for

a "position coordinate analyzing means" [sic; unit]" and a "presentation position storing

means" [sic; unit].  (Final Rejection at 4.) 

In response to appellant's argument (Answer at 3-4), the examiner points to page

36 and Figure 13(b) of Hooper as indicative of a "position coordinate selecting unit" as

claimed.  Appellant in turn (Reply Brief at 1-2) argues that the Hooper disclosure does not

reveal the claimed details of the "position coordinate selecting unit."

Instant claim 1 requires that the "position coordinate selecting unit" performs the

function of "selecting the position coordinates of one of said candidates as the

coordinates of said presentation position of the specific multimedia data."  The

"candidates of a presentation position of the multimedia data" are a product of the

"position coordinate analyzing unit," which extracts "figure feature points of the electronic

image to obtain position coordinates of the figure feature points" to be used as the

“candidates.”
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Hooper depicts, in Figures 13(a) and 13(b), a professionally-produced video

production named "Moss Landing."  As described on pages 36 and 37 of the reference,

an end user could select video segments which were linked to text cues on the computer

screen (Fig. 13(b)), or a "linked database of video materials for viewer exploration." 

Hooper does not disclose the details of the "Moss Landing" system, and clearly does not

disclose all the details of a "position coordinate selecting unit" as required by instant claim

1. We can only make inferences with respect to the underlying structure of the system from

the description of the interface presented to the end user.

We therefore fail to see how the reference might disclose a "position coordinate

selecting unit" as required by claim 1. We agree with appellant (Reply Brief at 2) that the

Hooper section shows selection of one of the multimedia materials, but fails to show

selection of position coordinates of one of the candidates -- the candidates being obtained

from figure feature points of the electronic image -- as the presentation position of the

multimedia data.

We also agree with appellant with respect to the more basic observation that

Hooper does not disclose that the end user of the Hooper system may control "positioning"

of the multimedia data that are presented. We acknowledge that Griffin discloses (e.g.,

column 3) extracting figure feature points from an image.  However, that the designers of

the Hooper system might have used a system which extracted position coordinates from

image figure feature points of the multimedia images for positioning the images would be
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